The infinite quest for excellence
Renaissance Glassworks is an avant-garde manufacturer of luxury glass products. We are
proud to offer our customers unique state of the art and high quality glass bathroom and
kitchen items. The techniques we have developed over the years allow us to deliver
elegant, nicely designe vessels, basins, mirrors, vanities, tiles, shower enclosures, kitchen
backsplashes and countertops, as well as unlimited possibilities of customized architectural
and decorative products of your own creation.
This catalogue is filled with newly designed products, allowing customers to have more
options to satisfy their decorative needs. A technical information section is included to
provide you with the basic knowledge needed to help you feel more confident when
selling Renaissance glassworks products. The catalogue is also designed to expand with
future collections and products.
All of Renaissance glassworks’ products are compatible with American and international
plumbing standards. Each order is carefully prepared and all Renaissance employees are
dedicated to ensuring that you are entirely satisfied with our products.
We welcome all architect, designer, and personal custom projects. Our product development team will assist you in producing a one-of-a-kind glass piece of art you will enjoy.

Alain Ross
President & CEO, Renaissance Glassworks

www.renaissanceglassworks.com

Durability and care of glass sinks
Durability : All RENAISSANCE GLASSWORKS glass sinks are sturdy and made of highly resistant
glass, are scratch resistant, stain resistant, will not lose their discoloration, are easy to clean, and
are fully recyclable. Each sink goes through thermal shock quality control, before being shipped.
However, users should avoid pouring scalding hot water or ice water into a glass sink. The sudden
temperature changes that result cause “thermal shock” and may cause the glass to crack or shatter.
Once cracked, the entire glass sink should be replaced.
Our professionally made glass sinks resist breakage due to small accidents, such as dropping a
brush or small objects into the basin. However, a heavy object can shatter a glass sink, just as if it
were a porcelain sink.
Care: The RENAISSANCE GLASSWORKS glass sinks are tough enough to withstand everyday wear
and remain as beautiful as the day they were purchased, when treated properly. They require no
more special attention than a standard porcelain sink. If water spots occur, a solution of vinegar
and warm water will dissolve the spots.
WARNING: Never use an abrasive cleaner of any kind on your glass or hardware. Many components
are coated with a clear lacquer that will be irreparably damaged if subjected to harsh chemicals
or scrubbing devices.
Installation: The use of a professional plumber is recommended for sink installation. Most
breakage occurs during installation. The drain and faucets on a glass vessel sink should only
be hand-tightened. Glass sinks should never be installed where indoor temperatures are
unregulated, because wide temperature variances can cause thermal shock and breakage.

Model #: POP001
Description
1 1/4’’ push-in pop-up waste connector
with or without overflow

Clear

POP001

June 2015

Chrome

Brushed nickel, satin gold, gold

$149.00

$269.00

Blue

Amber

Model POP001
Model POP002

Evergreen

Onyx

Crystal

www.renaissanceglassworks.com

Model #: POP002
Description
Basin exposed trap

POP002

June 2015

Chrome

Brushed nickel, satin gold, gold

$149.00

$269.00

Shipping conditions :
F.O.B. St-Lambert, Quebec, Canada
Please allow us 2 business days to prepare your order
Fedex ground for North America
www.renaissanceglassworks.com
Tel: 1-888-414-4022 or 1-450-923-3727
Fax 1-450-923-7450
Email: info@renaissanceglassworks.com

Model #: POP003
Description
Basin exposed trap with 1 1/4¨ push-in pop-up
waste assembly

Clear

Azurlit

POP003
Chrome

Brushed nickel, satin gold, gold

$229.00

$469.00

Blue

Amber

Model POP003
Model LA016
to LA019

Evergreen

Onyx

Crystal

June 2015
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Models #: LA016 to LA019
Description
Wall mount vessel support
Length from wall to center of support :
LA016 : 5 3/4”
LA017 : 9 1/4”
LA018 : 10 1/2”
LA019 : 12 1/4”

LA016, LA017, LA018, LA019

June 2015

Chrome

Brushed nickel, satin gold, gold

$325.00

$375.00

Shipping conditions :
F.O.B. St-Lambert, Quebec, Canada
Please allow us 2 business days to prepare your order
Fedex ground for North America
www.renaissanceglassworks.com
Tel: 1-888-414-4022 or 1-450-923-3727
Fax 1-450-923-7450
Email: info@renaissanceglassworks.com

